WHAT’S WRONG WITH MCCOY?
By Morgan D. King, Esq.,1 of the California Bar
King, King & King; Pleasanton, Calif.
The Bankruptcy Code explicitly provides for the discharge of tax debts even when a taxpayer
files a late return. Section 523(a)(1)(B)(ii) states that tax debts may be dischargeable if the
taxpayer files a timely tax return, or if a late return is filed more than two years prior to the
petition date.2 Despite the plain language of the Code, in In re McCoy,3 the Fifth Circuit Court
of Appeals held that a late filed tax return is not a “return” for purposes of the Bankruptcy code
(the “McCoy Rule”). The result is that a tax debt for which a late return was filed can never be
discharged. This major departure from past practice is not warranted by either the plain language
of the Code or the legislative history of BAPCPA, neither of which suggests that Congress
intended to make tax debts related to late filed returns non-dischargeable in all circumstances.4
The McCoy Decision
The McCoy Rule completely disregards section 523(a)(1)(B)(ii), which according to the Fifth
Circuit plays no role in the dischargeability analysis. Instead, the court in McCoy relied
exclusively on the hanging paragraph of section 523(a)(19). In relevant part, the hanging
paragraph states:
For purposes of this subsection, “the term ‘return’ means a return that satisfies the
requirements of applicable non-bankruptcy law (including applicable filing
requirements)… [emphasis added].
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Section 523(a)(1)(B)(ii) states:
(a) A discharge…does not discharge an individual debtor from any debt—
(1) for a tax or customs duty—
…
(B) with respect to which a return, or equivalent report or notice, if required—
…
(ii ) was filed or given after the date on which such return, report, or notice was last due,
under applicable law or under any extension, and after two years before the date of the filing
of the petition…
3
666 F.3d 924 (5th Cir. 2012).
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For up-to-date information on cases addressing this issue, see www.latefiledreturn.com.

Focusing on the language “(including applicable filing requirements)” the McCoy court held that
the phrase means if a return is required to be filed by a certain date and it is filed late, then by
definition it is not a return for purposes of determining dischargeability.
Problem #1 – Section 523(a)(1)(B)(ii) is nullified by the McCoy decision.
If the document is filed late and hence it is by definition not a “return,” it is not subject to section
523(a)(1)(B)(ii) because that section only applies to “returns.” If, on the other hand, the return
is filed timely, again, it is not subject to section 523(a)(1)(B)(ii) because that section only applies
to late-filed returns.
If that’s the case, then why, while Congress was busy amending section 523(a)(1)(B)(ii) in other
ways, did Congress not delete the second part of section 523(a)(1)(B)(ii), which provides that
for a late-filed return to be excepted from discharge it must have been filed both late and within 2
years of the bankruptcy? Why, in fact, did Congress not simply delete section 523(a)(1)(B)(ii)
entirely?
According to the McCoy Rule section 523(a)(1)(B)(ii) serves no purpose.5
In the absence of legislative history justifying it, nullifying section 523(a)(1)(B)(ii) violates a
long-established rule of statutory construction that no statute should be interpreted to render a
portion of it superfluous. A widely used rule of construction is that courts should “ … give
effect, if possible, to every clause and word in a statute, avoiding, if it may be, any construction
which implies that the legislature was ignorant of the meaning of the language it employed.”6
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A recent bankruptcy case rejected the McCoy Rule for this reason. The court in In re Martin
referring to McCoy said; “This interpretation says too much . . . essentially rendering §
523(a)(1)(B)(ii) superfluous.”(emphasis added). 7
Problem #2 – McCoy allows the general to trump the specific.
“[A] general statute will not be held to have repealed by implication a more specific one unless
there is ‘clear intention otherwise.”8 The principle that specific overrides general terms that
relate to the same exercise or enactment is widely followed. McCoy replaces a specific term
(late and filed within two years of bankruptcy) with a general or ambiguous term (“applicable
filing requirements”).
Problem #3 – McCoy misconstrues applicable nonbankruptcy law.
The third flaw in the McCoy opinion is that, in addition to nullifying section 523(a)(1)(B)(ii), it
renders superfluous the words that begin the definition of a return pursuant to the hanging
paragraph (the very words inserted by BAPCPA in the 2005 Act).
That language states, “For purposes of this section a return is a return that satisfies the applicable
requirements of non-bankruptcy law …” (emphasis added)
If we are looking at federal income taxes, the most obvious body of applicable non-bankruptcy
law is the Internal Revenue Code and associated Treasury Regulations.9 But McCoy and its
progeny essentially shut out the IRS definition of a return and replace it with their own.
The current definition of a valid return under IRS regulations rejects McCoy and provides that, in
fact, a return is a return if it satisfies the 4-part criteria of what is sometimes called the Beard10
test, and at other times the Hindenlang11 test. An official memorandum from the Office of Chief
Counsel of the IRS, promulgated in September 2010 stated: “ … the better view is that Congress
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did not intend to repeal the longstanding law that taxes assessed in accordance with a return filed
late are governed primarily by section 523(a)(1)(B)(ii) ....”12
The four prongs of the Beard Rule are:
§ First, there must be sufficient data to calculate tax liability;
§ Second, the document must purport to be a return;
§ Third, there must be an honest and reasonable attempt to satisfy the requirements of the
tax law; and
§ Fourth, the taxpayer must execute the return under penalties of perjury.
Note that timely filing is not one of the prongs of the Beard test. And, this rule is employed by
all United States Tax Courts and the vast majority of bankruptcy courts, even for cases arising
after the adoption of the 2005 amendments to the Code.13
Problem #4 – Legislative intent does not support McCoy.
Several of the cases that have adopted the McCoy rule appear to cite what they think is
legislative intent for support. But these cases typically do not cite legislative history or other
evidence in the record, instead merely assuming what Congress meant, or simply citing each
other as authority without doing any research.
One example is Shinn v. Internal Revenue Service,14 which attempts to justify the McCoy Rule
based on legislative intent. In rejecting the IRS position (that a late-filed return can be a valid
return) it makes some sweeping statements such as, ”Presumably, Congress was made aware of
the IRS’s position during the eight years that bankruptcy reform legislation was pending …”15
But the opinion cites nothing to support this presumption.
Several bankruptcy courts have cited the salient rule of statutory construction:
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This Court has been reluctant to accept arguments that would interpret the Code, … to
effect a major change in pre-Code practice that is not the subject of at least some
discussion in the legislative history.16
Why did Congress add the “applicable filing requirements” to section 523?
One of the authoritative sources of legislative intent is Congressional committee reports. In this
case the most germane document is H.R. Report 109-31.17 The only thing the Report says is that
an agreed return under 26 U.S.C. § 6020(a) is a valid return, but an unagreed return under section
6020(b) is not. There is no evidence here that Congress’s intent was to eliminate the function of
section 523(a)(1)(B)(ii) or to impose a temporal filing requirement as part of the definition of a
return.18
It is clear that in adopting the 2005 amendments to the Code, Congress studied, debated, and
amended for almost a decade before a final version was signed into law. Congress was looking
carefully at section 523(a)(1)(B)(ii) and made several changes to that subsection; hence, leaving
the late-filed and two-year language in section 523(a)(1)(B)(ii) as is cannot be deemed a
legislative oversight.
H.R. 901-31 relates to the last version of BAPCPA in 2005. Looking back in time to the earliest
history regarding the Act, a report of the Committee on the Judiciary in connection with The
Bankruptcy Reform Act of 1999 contains this brief remark:
Sec. 814. Income tax returns prepared by tax authorities.
Under this section, for purposes of 11 U.S.C. § 523(a)(1)(B)(ii), "return" includes returns
filed by the governmental unit or a written stipulation to judgment entered by a
nonbankruptcy tribunal.19
Again, no evidence of intent to do away with 523(a)(1)(B)(ii).
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Digging a little deeper we find, from the “Unpublished Legislative History,”20 that the intent of
the amendments was to overrule In re Elmore,21 and codify In re Hindenlang.22 Elmore held that
providing information at a Tax Court trial was equivalent to “filing” a return, and Hindenlang
held that a return filed after the assessment was not a good-faith effort to comply with tax
regulations. Neither opinion attempted to negate section 523(a)(1)(B)(ii).
Ironically, both opinions relied on Beard to define a return.
Finally, from the 1997 Final Report of The Tax Advisory Committee:
“Filing of returns” presumes returns are properly filed -- i.e., with the right agency, at
the right address, with the right tax identification numbers, with the requisite signatures,
and subject to penalties of perjury/false filing. If not taken up in the context of
discussion on “notice rules,” such presumptions may need to be added to this proposal.
"Returns" for purposes of this section would include substitutes for return that the
debtor has signed and nonbankruptcy tax tribunal stipulations of liability.23
Once again, no mention of a temporal filing requirement.
If Congress had actually intended to make late-filed returns, without more, result in
nondischargeability, it could have said this by amending section 523(a)(1)(B)(ii) to say, simply, “
… or was untimely filed” and delete the two-year” language. The courts have invoked this rule
in many decisions. For example, in FCC v. Nextwave Personal Communications, Inc.,24 the
Supreme Court stated that:
[W]here Congress has intended to provide regulatory exceptions to
provisions of the Bankruptcy Code, it has done so clearly and expressly,
rather than by a device so subtle as denominating a motive as cause.25
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Here, where Congress expressed no intention to eliminate the two-year, late-filed return rule, its
silence must be viewed as controlling.26

RECONCILING THE TWO CLAUSES
Assuming, arguendo, that the McCoy rule is invalid, and that mere late-filing cannot, without
more, result in non-dischargeability, we need to reconcile the two clauses in order to give each a
logical purpose. Just as it is not correct to interpret “applicable filing requirements” to obliterate
section 523(a)(1)(B)(ii), we must avoid rendering “applicable filing requirements” useless.
The IRS does have “applicable filing requirements” that bear on the definition of a return. What
are they?
Refining the Beard criteria, we know that to be valid the return must be filed with the IRS.27 It
must contain financial information (not blanks or zeros).28 It must be signed.29 It must not be
frivolous.30 The jurat must not be altered.31 And, it has to be made by the taxpayer, not the IRS;
hence an IRS-filed “substitute for return” (SFR) or 6020(b) is not a valid return.
Any of those things can disqualify a 1040 as a valid return, but late-filing, by itself, is not one of
them.32 The date the return is filed bears only on whether the tax is excepted from discharge per
section 523(a)(1)(B)(ii).
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So, what we are left with is a two-step process that employs both provisions; first one decides
whether the document in question is, or is not, a “return” per the hanging paragraph (without a
temporal filing requirement). Then, if determined to be a “return” it is next subject to section
523(a)(1)(B)(ii) to determine dischargeability based on the temporal filing criterion prescribed
by that provision. Hence, both clauses serve a purpose and they work together rather than against
each other.
All of these suggest that the McCoy rule was at best hastily and superficially analyzed in
connection with the meaning of the hanging paragraph. It should be revisited and reversed.

